Screenforge

New Work Junction, Dublin Rd., Kilkenny, R95 VP83
Between them, Graham Comerford and Martin Reilly have a wealth
of experience ranging from software development, digital audio,
graphic design and touch-screen technologies, and it was with this
collaboration of skills that led to the establishment of ScreenForge Ltd.

Local Enterprise Office Kilkenny supported
ScreenForge with a Priming Grant to assist
with the development of Yeco.

Specialising in the music production industry Graham and Martin,
through ScreenForge have used their specialist skills to identify
a lucrative market niche in the realms of the professional music
production industry.

The first official version of Yeco has been met with praise and
plaudits from all segments of the music production industry and
Graham and Martin continue to use feedback and user experience
comments to upgrade and further develop their product on a
regular basis.

There first product, called Yeco, was a sophisticated touchscreen controller that complimented an existing software music
sequencer and Graham and Martin made the very shrewd move of
releasing a demonstration version of Yeco online which resulted in
over 10,000 downloads and numerous enquiries from professional
music producers all over the world.

This positivity from industry veterans has assisted in propelling
ScreenForge, who now use the name of their brainchild Yeco as
their trading name, into the position that will enable Graham and
Martin to reach their vision of making Yeco the market leader in
touch controllers for the professional music production industry.

Martin and Graham entered Yeco into the national competition
Ireland’s Best Young Entrepreneur (IBYE) and won the Kilkenny
county award in the “Best Start Up” category. This accolade
highlights both the quality of the product as well as the business
acumen of the two young entrepreneurs.

There is no doubt that we will hear more about Yeco and their
innovative products in the future.
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